The concept of network slicing (NS) has been proposed for flexible resource provisioning where a physical resource is partitioned into logically independent networks on demand. The NS resource allocation implies the definition of a feasible path in the infrastructure network with adequate resource availability. However, due to complex structural characteristics of the backhaul transport network, a number of issues arise when fast deploying the end-to-end (E2E) slices onto network infrastructures. In this paper, a pair-decision resource allocation model is firstly formulated to construct the mapping relationship between logical networks and substrate networks in a coordinated way. In order to improve extreme quality of service (QoS) and user experiment, latency-optimal virtual resource allocation problem is defined, subject to the backhaul capacity and bandwidth constraints. The problem is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) and solved with the branch-and-bound scheme, whose resolution yields an optimal virtual network function (VNF) placement and traffic routing policy. Numerical results reveal that the proposed scheme can enable the transport network latency optimization with a reduction of up to 30% and 41.6% compared to the Network Slice Design Problem (NSDP) and Random Fit Placement Algorithm (RFPA) schemes respectively. In the meanwhile, the network load balance and serviceability have been improved efficiently with better resource utilization as well.
Introduction
The fifth-generation (5G) communications systems are facing the challenge to support a wide range of industrial applications [1] such as mobile broadband and massive machine type communications, mission-critical applications as well as traditional voice and data. Table 1 summarizes typical examples and performance requirements for 5G use cases ranging from general broadband access with global coverage or ultra-low latency services to dedicated networks for the Internet of things (IoT) or extreme mobility [2] . Obviously, a single network structure cannot afford the differentiated requirements among these applications simultaneously. To handle such diversity, building a service-specific network infrastructure for each case is a straightforward solution [3] . However, the significant operational and capital expenditures and maintenance complexity are unaffordable for telecom operators. metric to improve the user experience of mobile wide-band services, e.g., VR of 5G eMBB. On the other hand, for instance, E2E latency reduction may promote reliability as well, as the service's traffic can be steered through additional redundant VNFs [10] . Furthermore, the network state and requested traffic are time-varying, whose future information is hard to learn in advance. Reducing the transport network latency is necessary for preventing the extreme QoS from deteriorating due to the poor network state and unexpected traffic. The optimal-latency resource allocation in backhaul transport networks deserves more attention; however, the related research of NS is still nascent. Although the deployment of E2E NS has been studied in several institutions, little work in the existing literature has been done on the latency-optimal slicing, whose studies on latency are merely subject to latency constraints, as highlighted in [11] . Actually, the latency can be heavily deteriorated due to many factors. The efficient deployment policy for E2E slices is difficult to determine, which should assess allocation priorities of network infrastructures according to service requirements and network features. For example, the DC in core layer network owns more powerful capability, which should be assigned a high priority to deal with the mass of HD video services rather than latency-sensitive ones, due to the farther physical location.
The aforementioned problems motivate us to address the latency-optimal VNF resource allocation problem in the backhaul transport network. According to the small-world and scale-free topological properties of many real-life communications networks [12, 13] , our model analyzes NS topological characteristics, physical network features, and mapping relationships. We then formulate the problem as an integer linear programming (ILP), jointly taking into account slice requirements and network structural characteristics. The problem is solved with the branch-and-bound algorithm to yield the optimal physical path that the slice traffic follows on demand. Numerical results verify that our proposed model can find out the latency-optimal VNUs and virtual links mapping. With comparison to Robust Network Slice Design Problem (NSDP) [14] and Random Fit Placement Algorithm (RFPA) [15] , our scheme can optimize the transport network latency and improve load-balance and serviceability. The contributions of this work can be concluded as follows:
•
To optimize the transport network latency and improve load-balance, a pair-decision resource allocation model for backhaul transport NS is introduced on account of mapping virtual nodes and links in a coordinated way. Here, the mapping objects are substrate network resources and SCs of E2E slices (i.e., including VNUs and their interconnections), and the problem model encloses the formulation of ILP, whose resolution yields the optimal path for VNFs and virtual links mapping and traffic routing.
For further improving extreme QoS (such as 5G ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC)), the above resource allocation problem is formulated to minimize the transport network latency with considering the transmission time and propagation time, subject to the network capacity and link bandwidth constraints. In addition, in order to improve the network resource utilization and load balance, a node importance metric is employed to analyze the DCs' availability and priority in the substrate network.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present relevant related work, outlining an overview of existing contributions and shortcomings in regard to enabling technologies, VNF placement and virtual network embedding algorithms, and NS and resource allocation. In Section 3, we formally introduce the transport network latency and pair-decision resource allocation model over slices with substrate networks and logical networks. Section 4 formulates the optimal-latency model and describes the solution framework in Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the proposed model and analyzes results. Finally, we conclude the paper and summarize our findings in Section 6.
Related Work
Currently, NS has captured much attention. In this section, we review recent works and briefly introduce studies on enabling technologies (i.e., SDN and NFV), VNF placement and virtual network embedding algorithms, showing their contributions to slice deployment. In addition, we give a short summary on existing studies of E2E NS and resource allocation for 5G networks.
NFV and SDN
Although the concept of NS is still nascent, NFV and SDN paradigms for achieving NS have been maturely researched on concrete solutions and readily available platforms [16] [17] [18] . By logically partitioning physical network resources in an efficient manner, NFV resolves many problems facing NS. For example, NFV can tailor the slice for a specific scenario and assign specific network functions to each slice flexibly [19] , constructing dynamic and service-aware networks with lower operating and capital expenses [20] . As for SDN, Sherwood et al. [21] design a slicing tool, FlowVisor, which is used to achieve slicing and flow isolation. Jin et al. [22] propose the use of the SDN paradigm at the tenant sets with common switches and tackle particular problems of this kind of networks, such as scalability and high bandwidth requirements. Flexible and efficient slicing is well supported by NFV and SDN; however, less research has been done on optimizing latency. As highlighted in [11] , existing SDN systems can reason only about bandwidth and/or the number of hops in the network, without the possibility to build routing strategies with regard to latency parameters.
VNF Placement and Virtual Network Embedding
Slices are chains of VNFs running on logical/physical resources to meet the service requirements [23] . The essence of NS resource allocation is to determine a feasible path for the deployment of VNUs and virtual links onto network infrastructures. There are significant efforts in VNF placement and virtual network embedding [24, 25] , which can be instructive and helpful in NS deployment.
Virtual resources allocation can be divided into two sub-problems: virtual node mapping and virtual link mapping, which can be solved in an isolated way or a coordinated way [5] . By employing a graph neural network-based algorithm, Mijumbi et al. [26] propose a topology-aware VNF embedding method aiming at minimizing the resource consumption. To deal with the objective of jointly minimizing mapping cost and maximizing utilization of physical links, Khebbache et al. [27] introduce scalable algorithms for VNF chaining and placement. Ghaznavi et al. [28] study dynamic VNF placement algorithms and introduce an Elastic Virtual Network Function Placement (EVNFP) problem aiming at minimizing operational costs in providing VNF services. Although the topic of VNF placement and virtual network embedding algorithms are well-investigated in the context of SC deployment, the extension to improve diverse QoS of tenants in terms of throughput, latency or reliability is not explicit. The problem statement must not be limited to the optimization of traditional connectivity, resource utilization or provision cost of infrastructure resources.
In this regard, Alleg et al. [29] consider the latency as a constraint and convert VNF placement and chaining model into a multi-constrained routing problem. Bari et al. [30] guarantee the link propagation delay for the placement problem of VNF instances and optimize operating expense (node and link resource utilization level). Targeting to achieve network-level requirements as well, such as resource consumption, the consideration of services requirements in these works merely is limited to the constraint level, rather than determining the optimal-latency path for embedding VNFs.
Network Slicing and Resource Allocation
Because of the novelty of NS, many challenges in aspects, e.g., wireless slicing, slice resource allocation with guaranteed extreme QoS and isolation in multi-domain networks remain to be addressed. In the context of wireless networks, resource allocation has captured much attention due to significant challenges in energy efficiency (EE) [31] , bandwidth allocation, power control and so on. There are significant efforts in the network EE optimization under the QoS constraints and a transmit power budget [32, 33] . Nguyen [34] tackles the resource allocation for the critical EE in 5G wireless networks, which considers the EE in small cells, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [35, 36] and cell-free networks [37] . In order to dynamically allocate wireless resources [19] such as cell slices and virtual base stations, Kwak et al. [38] study bandwidth slicing and resource allocation problems for supporting the mixture of IoT and video streaming services. However, most of them do not consider the ultra-low latency services especially.
On the other hand, lots of research introduces realization models for the management and orchestration of network functions and mapping of services. Since NS allows operators to customize networks according to various service demands, both industry and academia introduce many realization models of NS. Baumgartner et al. [14] illustrate the slice as an E2E traffic flow set, outline a model for Network Slice Design Problem (NSDP), and present two model extensions for traffic robustness and survivability requirements. However, the problem statement for NS has to encompass the characterization of the NS itself (i.e., including required VNUs and their interconnections). To this end, Wen et al. [39] describe the slice deployment model between the slice request and substrate network and formulate the failure recovery problem. Although these two models give helpful studies in slice resource allocation, solution schemes still lack the ability to provide very high data rates (typically of Gbps order) and extremely low latency simultaneously. In multi-domain wireless communications networks, Taleb et al. [40] introduce a slice orchestration system and Guan et al. [41] propose an isolated way for service-oriented deployment policy of E2E NS based on a coordinated virtual network embedding method. However, the algorithm is more suitable for evaluating the adaptability of substrate nodes according to service requirements, rather than directly determining mapping relationships. Furthermore, targeting to balance three typical slices with the ultimate goal (i.e., taking advantage of infrastructure resources efficiently), the works do not consider the transmission latency and propagation latency with real transmission distance, and ignore the higher priority of latency-sensitive slices for occupying edge DC resources. In the backhaul transport network, Pateromichelakis et al. [3] analyze the joint path selection and backhaul link scheduling problem and formulate the latency by capturing time-slots required for a link to satisfy its target rate. However, the allocation is limited to millimeter wave backhaul between macro cells and small cells, more structural characteristics of the backhaul transport network and service requirements have not been considered.
It is worth noting that the aforementioned studies have not provided optimal-latency virtual resource allocation to support concurrent diverse NSIs (network slice instances) in the backhaul transport network, although it is necessary for the slice realization. Meanwhile, less research considers the structure features of transport networks and slice virtual networks and their mapping relationships, so the extreme QoS and user experience cannot improve significantly. In order to address the specific problems, more details about our approach will be provided in the next section.
System Model
The NS resource allocation can be defined as a feasible path that slice traffic should follow in infrastructure networks with adequate resource availability. In order to introduce the NS resource allocation model, we first introduce the VNF resource allocation process and then describe the substrate network and slice logical network with analyzing topological and structural characteristics. We then introduce the substrate node importance metric and construct the mapping relationship with a pair-decision variable to deploy communication service chains onto substrate network resources in a coordinated way. With the consideration of network capacity and link bandwidth, we finally define a cost function for capturing the latency.
In the resource allocation model, the same type of NSIs refer to a set of slices with similar latency threshold and traffic which is needed to be forwarded when mapping VNUs into substrate DCs. We define that each slice is a specific E2E traffic flow, consisting of a set of communication service instances steered through an ordered set of VNUs. That is to say, the VNU which carries dedicated VNFs can be instantiated as AMFs (5G Core Access and Mobility Management Functions), firewalls, service gateways, and so on. Each communication service instance is an atomic entity, which can be viewed as a service chain with function processing logic.
VNF Resources Allocation Process
In the resource allocation, the controller receives a slice request with specific service requirements and slices the substrate network to accommodate the slice request [39] . This process can be modeled as the slice deployment for VNFs and virtual links, considering network features and service requirements. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the slice deployment with a group of NSIs. The model consists of a service-specific virtual network layer and substrate network resource layer. According to the actual network architecture, the substrate transport network is divided into three parts: access layer network composed of edge DCs, aggregation layer network composed of metro DCs, and core layer network composed of central DCs [42] . Each substrate node is implemented as standalone boxes based on dedicated hardware running in the cloud environment or general-purpose commodity servers [43] . As shown in the figure, substrate nodes A, B, C, D, and E accommodate amounts of VNU1s, VNU2s, and VNU3s respectively. For the logical network layer, multi-tenancy E2E slices are considered. For instance, as shown in Figure 1 , NSI4 for auto driving consists of three communication service instances and communication service instances consist of different VNUs and virtual links. VNUs can be implemented as a set of VNFs running on general x86 hardware in DCs, while each logical slice corresponds to an abstraction of a subset of physical substrate network resources tailored to meet the specific customer QoS/resilience requirements [14] . The slice controller achieves the resource allocation by mapping NS requests into substrate network resources (e.g., BBUs, GWs, and AMFs) to implement specific network functions. 
NS Resource of Substrate and Logical Network
Considering the structural characteristics of physical nodes and links, the backhaul transport network is composed of access layer network, aggregation layer network and core layer network. We model the substrate network as a weighted undirected graph
where N p denotes the set of substrate nodes that provide resources such as computation and storage, and L p denotes the set of substrate links providing bandwidth resources. Similarly, C p is the substrate node capacity, B p is the substrate link bandwidth and l p is the substrate link length. For example, we use i j ∈ L p to denote the substrate link between substrate nodes i ∈ N p and j ∈ N p . The upper bound of available network capacity of substrate node i is denoted by C p i and the maximum bandwidth of the link i j is denoted by B p i j when the traffic is transformed from node i to node j. We use (r, d) ∈ L p to denote the substrate path mapped by the communication service instance, where the source node is r ∈ N p and the terminated node is d ∈ N p . We use l p (r,d),i j to denote the length of substrate link i j when i j is a segment link of the path (r, d) that transmits the traffic to the next substrate node for processing or forwarding. Since the path consists of multiple segment links, the path propagation distance is denoted by i j ∈L p l p (r,d),i j . As for the slice, one communication service instance is also modeled by a weighted directed graph
where N v denotes a set of virtual nodes (instantiated as VNUs carrying certain VNFs), L v denotes a set of virtual links between virtual nodes and f denotes slice traffic which needs to be forwarded. The communication service chain can be interpreted as an SC, consisting of requested VNUs and virtual links. Let S denote the set of slices and s ∈ S denote an NSI. f s denotes the slice traffic set of slice s, similarly, f (s,k),(s,l) denotes the traffic which is needed to be forwarded when the virtual link (k, l) ∈ L v on the slice s is waiting to map into the substrate network link. We define a binary vector λ s to reflect the adjacency of slice s in the directed graph G v , i.e., λ (s,k),(s,l) ∈ {0, 1}. λ (s,k),(s,l) = 1 indicates that two VNUs k ∈ N v and l ∈ N v are adjacent and connect with a virtual link (k, l) between the source k ∈ N v and destination l ∈ N v in the NS s, and λ (s,k),(s,l) = 0 otherwise.
Substrate Node Importance Metric
It is essential to assess the availability of physical nodes so as to select them as hosts for deploying virtual nodes. We model the substrate mode importance metric with topological characteristics of substrate nodes (including degree and betweenness centrality) and network features (including node capacity and current forwarded rate). First, the substrate node resource is typically measured with network features [44] as follows:
where C i denotes the current capacity of node i and B i j denotes the current bandwidth of link i j which connects the node i. With combining the topological characteristics of substrate nodes to measure node importance, we weight the parameters in terms of degree and betweenness centrality based on nodes' normalized metrics [41] and define the node important metric as:
where d i denotes normalization of the degree of node i, which measures the number of edges that connect to the node. b i denotes normalization of the betweenness centrality of node i, which quantifies the possibility a node is found between the path linking other pair of nodes.
Pair-Decision Resource Mapping Relations
In the resource allocation scheme, each substrate node can accommodate multiple VNUs. We assume that each VNU carrying certain VNFs in a slice can only be mapped into one substrate node, which cannot be instantiated to different servers [39] . The VNU is not shared by communication service instances both in the same or different slices for the slice-isolation purpose.
When mapping a communication service instance into substrate network nodes and links, we introduce a binary variable m (s,k) u to indicate the mapping relationship between the virtual and substrate nodes. In slice s, we use m (s,k) u = 1 to stand for that VNU k is mapped into the substrate node u ∈ N p , and m (s,k) u = 0 otherwise. The substrate link (u, v) ∈ L p between the substrate nodes u and v ∈ N p is a segment link of the path (r, d), whose resources are allocated to support adjacent VNUs for processing and forwarding, called processing link. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the process for mapping VNUs and virtual links into substrate nodes and links. The communication service chain I possesses two VNUs k and l and a virtual link (k, l). The path (r, v) is the selected substrate path mapped by the communication service chain I and the substrate link ri, i j and so on are segment links of the path (r, v) to transmit the traffic from the source node r to the terminated node v. In particular, u and v are processing substrate nodes that support corresponding VNUs k and l respectively, as well as (u, v) is the processing link for supporting virtual link (k, l). In order to describe the aforementioned mapping relationship, we also introduce a binary variable x (s,k),(s,l) (u,v) .
can be interpreted as a pair-decision variable by (3).
To avoid the quadratic constraint, such relationship in (3) can be represented by a triangle inequality [45] as:
We can obtain the value of m v . Since both of them are independent variables, the relationship in (4) can be expressed as:
Latency Performance
We defined the potential slice traffic as f
≥ 0, which is needed to be forwarded when virtual link (k, l) on the network slice s is mapped into the substrate processing link (u, v). Each processing link (u, v) has an upper-bound capacity that corresponds to the maximum rate over that link for each time instance, defined as C
. We use α (s,k),(s,l) (u,v) to denote the transport network latency, which can be interpreted as a cost function. In order to improve the network load balance, we consider the network characteristics to formulate the transport network latency. The latency formulation consists of two parts. The first part is the transmission time, related to the network capacity limitation of substrate DCs. We use the network capacity C p (u,v) and forwarded traffic f (s,k),(s,l) (u,v) to capture the number of time-slots required by a substrate link to forward traffic, satisfying the slice target rate. The second part is the propagation time, related to the actual location of mapped substrate DCs and assigned link bandwidth B p i j . The transport network latency is defined as follows:
where θ is a weighting factor, balancing the network characteristics. In this regard, the lower network capacity or the farther location of the mapped substrate node, the higher transport network latency of NSIs.
Problem Statement and Algorithm Framework

Problem Formulation
We propose the resource allocation problem to minimize the backhaul transport latency by mapping all service chains of predefined slices into the appropriate substrate network resources. The problem can be formulated as an ILP with linear constraints, subject to the specific service requirements and network capacity and bandwidth. The inputs to the resource allocation phase are slice traffic, slice latency thresholds, network capacity, and substrate link bandwidth and length. The output is the optimal deployment path for concurrent slice requests that minimizes the transport network latency while meeting the structural characteristics. In this regard, the optimization of latency has two considerations. Network capacity is firstly considered for describing the maximum transmission rate that can be provided for forwarding traffic, which also plays a critical role for network load-balancing. In addition, we also take into account the propagation distance of forwarded traffic in terms of the location of substrate nodes and substrate link bandwidth.
The maximization of total backhaul throughput is equivalent to the minimization of the total number of transmission time [3] . After summarizing the transmission and propagation latency, we can find a latency-optimal mapping path for each communication service instance. The mathematical formulation of the NS resource allocation problem is as follows.
(P1) : min
s ∈S
Here, W s vnu and W s csi denote the number of VNUs and communication service instances in the slice s, respectively. Constraint (8) ensures that the hop count for mapping substrate network resources is equal to the number of virtual links in a slice, avoiding the closed-loop path or unnecessary extension of the physical mapping path during link mapping. In order to guarantee the user experience, constraint (9) assures the transport network latency of each NSI will not exceed the latency threshold specified by the service requirement. The threshold might be variable depending on the forwarded traffic f s or other performance requirements. For example, for an industrial control NSI, the latency threshold will be lower as the service is latency-sensitive, whereas a higher one is set for serving latency-tolerant applications. The amount of required VNUs can not exceed the available substrate resources, so we indicate the corresponding VNU capacity that the substrate processing link (u, v) accommodates in (10) . Constraint (11) ensures that the resource capacity of substrate link (u, v) can afford the forwarded traffic f s of slice s to deploy and constraint (12) ensures flow conservation. The amount of flow goes into the substrate node v equals the amount of flow going out of it. Constraint (13) assesses whether the substrate node u and v mapped by the virtual node k and l accordingly are available based on the node importance metric, where N I (s,k) u and N I (s,l) v represent the importance of selected substrate nodes u and v respectively and N I th represents the importance threshold.
Algorithm Framework
The problem described in the previous subsection is an ILP and can be solved by the branch-and-bound scheme [46] , where the lower and upper bounds of regions/branches are obtained by solving the relaxation problem. According to the cutting plane approach [3] , the relaxation can be iteratively tightened by adding valid inequalities to the formulation. Following, we briefly describe the algorithmic steps.
Relaxation: Relax the original problem and represent the relaxation problem in the standard form. In this stage, we transform the binary variable x (s,k),(s,l) (u,v) in the original ILP into a continuous variable
and formulate the corresponding problem with ignoring the integer constraint (14) . That is, the relaxation problem of the original ILP (RILP), as follows:
Upper bound: Using the simplex algorithm to find a solution x r to the objective function of RILP and store the value Z = f (x r ). Z will denote the best solution found so far, and will be used as an upper bound of the original ILP on the feasible region D. We denote the upper bound as sup (I LP) = Z and the optimal value of the objective function of the original ILP as Z * , where Z * ≤ Z. If x r is an integer, Z * = Z is the optimal solution for the original problem.
Branching: If the solution x r is not an integer, we remove the region I r < x r < I r + 1 (where I r is the integer part of x r ) that does not contain any integer solution on the feasible region D. Thus, D is divided into two disjoint parts D 1 and D 2 . According to the invariant objective function of RILP, we use D 1 and D 2 as feasible regions respectively. That is, adding two constraints x r ≤ I r and x r ≥ I r + 1 respectively in the original problem, so as to construct two sub-problems Sub 1 and Sub 2 . If the optimal solution of these two problems is still not an integer, then we continue to choose a non-integer solution x r,sub 1 and decompose the corresponding sub-problem Sub 1 into two sub-problems. For each sub-problem, if the solution is not a integer, as well as the optimal value of the objective function Z sub ≥ sup (I LP), we "prune" the corresponding feasible region.
Lower bound: If the solution of sub-problem Sub 1 is an integer and the optimal value of the objective function is Z sub 1 , we can obtain a lower bound of the original ILP Z * , denoted as inf (I LP) = Z sub 1 .
Optimal solution: Repeat the aforementioned branching and delimiting process to update the upper and lower bounds of original ILP. Tighten iteratively and "prune" the "branch" until all sub-problems cannot be branched, then we find the optimal solution Z * = sup (I LP).
Numerical Results and Performance Analysis
In this section, we first describe evaluation scenarios followed by a discussion of numerical results to validate the theoretical analysis of the previous sections. We use the average transport network latency, transport network traffic distribution, average substrate link load [25] and serviceability to evaluate the performance of our proposed NS resource allocation scheme.
Except for minimizing the transport network latency in (P1), other performance metrics include the transport network traffic distribution R T as defined in (15), the average substrate link load of 5G networks R L as defined in (16) , and the average serviceability R S as defined in (17) for a given set of NSIs. In our scheme, we consider a three-layer network structure for the backhaul transport network, consisting of the access layer network, aggregation layer network and core layer network. Transport network traffic distribution is the slice traffic ratio distributed over three-layer networks (i.e., the access, aggregation and core layer networks) respectively, which can explain the resource allocation principle of our proposed model. Substrate link load is defined as the slice traffic and mapped physical link capacity ratio. By the comparison with other existing policies, we can observe intuitively whether our approach has a considerable impact on the load balance of three-layer networks. Furthermore, serviceability is the ratio of the number of NSIs which have been successfully mapped and the total number, evaluating the ability of a network to serve the concurrent NS requests [47] . As only a few deployment algorithms of E2E slices can be found in current studies, our algorithms are compared with NSDP and RFPA schemes. NSDP is an ILP problem for slice resource allocation, aiming at minimizing the total bandwidth consumption. The RFPA is compared with our proposed algorithm to evaluate whether our approach has a considerable impact on the load balance, or simply deploying VNFs into the preferred substrate node is enough.
In (15), the total traffic flow of an NS s is denoted by f s . In (15) and (16) (17), the total number of NSIs which requires resource allocation is denoted by NU M sum , and the number of NSIs that can be served is denoted by NU M available .
Simulation Setup
In evaluation scenarios, the simulation setup includes two main parts: a substrate physical network (i.e., actual communications networks) and logical networks (i.e., communication service instances of NSIs). The sample substrate network topology consists of access layer network, aggregation layer network and core layer network. The number of substrate network nodes is fixed and the substrate link is randomly drawn with specific substrate node connectivity. Each link in the substrate network graph is weighted by link length and bandwidth. As shown in Table 2 , the substrate network capacities of the access, aggregation, and core layer networks are set to 40 Gbps, 80 Gbps, and 80 Gbps, respectively, according to the future planning of 5G high-capacity and highly scalable transport network [48, 49] . Similarly, the setup of substrate links' length follows the practical structure of the backhaul network, as given in [50] . The node connectivity can describe the number of physical links, for example, when it is set to 0.4, the current node will randomly connect to 40% of the remaining nodes. Common to all proposals, the average substrate node connectivity is always set to 0.4 or 0.5 for ring protection [39] . In order to test the proposed method in improving the network serviceability, we reduce the connectivity of some nodes, randomly taking values between 0.3 and 0.4. The nodes between different layer networks are randomly connected with the same connectivity. We assume that the substrate link is laid by the optical fiber so that the weight factor θ of the path transmission is fixed as well. An example of the communications network topology in a timestamp of the simulation is shown in Figure 3 , which is a scaled-down version of the practical backhaul transport network. At each timestamp, we generate the substrate network topology randomly according to the node number and node connectivity, as well as the upper bound of network capacity and link length. The comparison value is the average of the results in multiple simulation timestamps to reduce the error. The physical nodes in infrastructure networks are divided into three sets corresponding to the three-layer networks. The access layer network deploys the largest number of nodes with small node spacing and link bandwidth capacity, which is opposite to the characteristics of nodes in the core layer network. For the parameters of NS, we consider the resource allocation over NSIs tailored for three types of services, i.e., the small-volume critical communications (s-VCC) slice, extreme real-time communications (eRTC) slice and enhanced mobile broadband access (eMBB) slice in dense areas. For each slice type, we also initialize three NSIs respectively, where NS 1, 2 and 3 represent the NSIs of s-VCC, NS A, B and C represent the ones of eRTC and NS a, b and c represents the ones of eMBB.
As slice performance requirements explicitly differentiate, the corresponding slice traffic volume and latency threshold are reasonably set according to the slice type [29, 41] , as shown in Table 2 . The topology of traffic flow in an NSI is randomly generated with 8 VNFs weighted by the forwarded traffic demands. According to the assumption, each VNF is only used once at most in the topology of a communication service instance. Table 2 summarizes the simulation parameters. 
Numerical Results
Transport Network Latency
We first analyze the transport network latency when allocating resources over s-VCC slices, eRTC slices and eMBB slices concurrently. There are two simulation environments, uniform and non-uniform VNU capacity in substrate nodes, as shown in Table 2 . The VNU capacity indicates the number of VNUs that a substrate network node can accommodate. Under the uniform VNU capacity condition, Figure 4a compares the transport network latency among three type slices and the latency threshold which depends on the class of services. We can notice our model provides an excellent latency for all NSIs without exceeding the required latency threshold. The assumption of uniform VNU capacity can be ideal sometimes, since the VNU availability in substrate networks is time-varying. The reasons can be, for instance, the time-varying switch port/interface failures [51] . Consequently, in Figure 4b , we evaluate the same transport network latency under the non-uniform VNU capacity, which gradually decreases in the core, aggregation and access layer networks. As expected, the ultra-low latency requirement of latency-sensitive slices, including s-VCC slices and eRTC slices, is satisfied as well, while the latency increases slightly comparing to Figure 4a . It also proved that minimizing the backhaul transport latency is necessary for preventing the extreme service requirements from deteriorating due to time-varying network and unexpected traffic.
The network capacity in three-layer networks is different: the link capacity can be lower in the access layer network, and higher as moving into the core layer network. In this regard, we change the connectivity of substrate nodes in access layer network from 5% to 60% to analyze the transport network latency over three types of service-oriented slices. Changing network node connectivity will increase/decrease network capacity in the access layer network, aiming to simulate time-varying and deteriorating network scenarios. In Figure 5 , we can observe that the latency of both types of latency-sensitive slices reduce significantly with node connectivity due to increasing access layer network resources. This outcome shows that the provisioning of ultra-low latency demands largely relies on the allocating edge DCs' resources. Or other, unnecessary latency is mainly generated by redundant path allocation if the target rate can be provided, conforming to our design principles. To obviously evaluate the latency, we use the proposed scheme, NSDP scheme and RFPA scheme to deploy three type slices concurrently. Figure 6 compares the transport network latency with the increased number of slices. We observe a latency reduction in our model of up to 30.01% and 41.63% compared to the NSDP and RFPA respectively. As a result, our model provides a minimal transport network latency, which is far lower than others and increases slowly with the amount of concurrent NSIs. Such result is that our model tries to balance the link load in access, aggregation and core layer networks, so that edge DCs' resources are reserved to latency-sensitive NSIs as much as possible for transmission distance reduction. In addition, other approaches disregard the low transmission rate generated by poor link capacity provided to the massive traffic of eMBB. 
Transport Network Traffic Distribution
We analyze the average traffic distribution for s-VCC slice, eRTC slice and eMBB slice respectively under the uniform and non-uniform VNU capacity conditions, presented in Figure 7 . In Figure 7a , all s-VCC slice traffic deploys into access layer network resources, whereas most of the eRTC slice traffic and all eMBB slice traffic deploys into aggregation and core layer network resources. For the case with non-uniform VNU capacity, Figure 7b reveals the similar result as Figure 7a , whereas the traffic distributions of three type slices move backward, obviously. It can be proved that the s-VCC slice has a higher priority to occupy access layer network resources for ultra-lower latency in our proposed model. The detailed reason is that the shorter transmission distance can effectively reduce the latency, and has been proven in the above simulation results. Meanwhile, the eMBB slice traffic prefers to be deployed into the core layer network which owns powerful capacity and bandwidth to support the high traffic volume of such slices. Furthermore, Figure 7a depicts that the traffic of latency-tolerant NSIs, e.g., eMBB, goes into the aggregation or core layer network for computation offloading of the access layer network when the VNU capacity is limited.
(a) Uniform VNU capacity (b) Non-uniform VNU capacity In order to further evaluate the traffic distribution principle for three type slices, we evaluate the average traffic distribution when the node connectivity changes in the access layer network, as shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 8a ,b, the traffic ratios of the s-VCC slice and eRTC slice on access layer network increase continuously with increased node connectivity, whereas the ones on aggregation layer network increase first and then decrease. In contrast, the traffic ratio on core layer network continues to decrease to 0, because of the insufficient access layer network resources when the node connectivity is lower. Comparing to the eRTC slice, we can notice that the traffic ratio of the s-VCC slice on aggregation layer network drops preferentially and reaches 0 eventually. The phenomenon can be attributed to the allocation principle: a higher allocation priority is provided to the s-VCC slice for latency reduction, since its latency demand is further stricter. On the contrary, the traffic of eMBB goes into the core layer network observably as shown in Figure 8c . Because of eMBB's massive traffic, the link capacity of access layer network cannot afford the target rate. When the node connectivity is greater than 35%, the traffic ratio on core layer network drops down visibly. The reason is that the access layer network resource is sufficient enough to accommodate more slice traffic, so more aggregation layer network resources are released for eMBB NSIs. 
Substrate Link Load
For evaluating the resource utilization outcomes, we compare the average substrate link load among the proposed scheme, NSDP and RFPA schemes in three-layer networks over increased node connectivity. As expected, our model presents a better performance compared to others, trying to balance resource utilization in the whole transport network. In Figure 9a , three models show similar behavior on nearly 100% allocating the access layer network resources at the beginning. However, as the connectivity of nodes increases, the resource utilization of our model drops significantly in the access layer network to avoid network overload. It can be proved that our model considers the network load, instead of over-occupied the access layer network resources for reducing transmission distance. In the aggregation and core layer networks, Figure 9b ,c present that the network load in aggregation layer network is high in RFPA scheme, whereas the powerful computation resources in core layer network are disregarded. In our model and NDSP scheme, the trend of resource utilization is similar in the two-layer networks at the beginning. Nevertheless, one interesting observation is that the gap between our model and NSDP widens when we increase the node connectivity, especially in the core layer network. It reveals that our model considers network capacity and link bandwidth jointly, tries to evenly deploy three-layer network resources to balance the network load with a better allocation principle. Compared with over-deploying access layer network resources in NSDP and RFPA schemes, our model tries to reserve more edge DC resources and evenly deploy three-layer network resources. 
Serviceability
The average serviceability of a network indicates the ratio of NSIs that substrate networks can serve simultaneously for a given set of concurrent slice requests. In Figure 10 , we analyze the relationship between the latency threshold of eRTC slice and the serviceability of three models under the same simulation scenario. As expected, our model has the highest growth trend and can reach more acceptance with extreme service requirements, for example, approximately 85% acceptance when the latency threshold of eRTC slice is set to the common value, 80 ms. It reveals that our model can simultaneously serve a larger scale of concurrent NS requests or support lower latency. When relaxing the latency threshold of the eRTC slice to 110 ms, the serviceabilities of our model and NSDP scheme reach 100% acceptance. However, the QoS of eRTC will decline with poor transport network latency, as its latency threshold is set to 110 ms, which is much higher than the extreme latency requirements. Therefore, the advantages of our model are no longer obvious after increasing the certain latency threshold. The reason is that our model pays more attention to reduce the transport network latency, rather than attaining the optimal use of network resources. 
Conclusions
NS offers a number of significant advantages in supporting diverse and extreme requirements for latency, throughput, capacity and availability in 5G future communications networks. By slicing a physical network into logically independent virtual networks, the characteristics of applications can be better taken into account by implementing their own resource allocation policies in each slice. In order to satisfy extreme service demands, such as ultra-low latency, high bandwidth and good user experience, how to coordinate the infrastructure network characteristics and QoS with an appropriate policy is the most important research issue when deploying the E2E slices into the backhaul transport network.
In this paper, we first consider the substrate network characteristics and topology-aware slices (i.e., including VNUs and virtual links) and model the pair-decision resource allocation to construct mapping relationships on account of mapping virtual nodes and links in a coordinated way. To further minimizing the latency, we formulate a latency-optimal VNF resource allocation problem to improve the extreme QoS (such as URLLC) and user experience (such as eMBB). By enclosing the formulation with ILP and solving the problem with the branch-and-bound scheme, an optimal deployment path is found out. Here, latency is characterized by jointly taking into account the network capacity, DCs' locations and link bandwidth. Furthermore, a node importance metric is employed to analyze the DCs' availability and priority in the substrate network. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can provide lower transport network latency, with a reduction of up to 30% and 41.63% compared to the NSDP and RFPA respectively. The analysis of average traffic distribution, substrate link load and serviceability prove that our proposed scheme achieves a better network load balance and serves a larger scale of concurrent slice requests.
